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Abstract The Amundsen Sea Polynya (ASP) is distinguished by having the highest net primary production per unit area in the coastal Antarctic. Recent studies have related this high productivity to the presence of fast-melting ice shelves, but the mechanisms involved are not well understood. In this study we describe the first numerical model of the ASP to represent explicitly the ocean-ice interactions, nitrogen and iron cycles, and the coastal circulation at high resolution. The study focuses on the seasonal cycle of iron and carbon, and the results are broadly consistent with field observations collected during the summer of 2010–2011. The simulated biogeochemical cycle is strongly controlled by light availability (dictated by sea ice, phytoplankton self-shading, and variable sunlight). The micronutrient iron exhibits strong seasonality, where scavenging by biogenic particles and remineralization play large compensating roles. Lateral fluxes of iron are also important to the iron budget, and our results confirm the key role played by inputs of dissolved iron from the buoyancy-driven circulation of melting ice shelf cavities (the “meltwater pump”). The model suggests that westward flowing coastal circulation plays two important roles: it provides additional iron to the ASP and it collects particulate organic matter generated by the bloom and transports it to the west of the ASP. As a result, maps of vertical particulate organic matter fluxes show highest fluxes in shelf regions located west of the productive central ASP. Overall, these model results improve our mechanistic understanding of the ASP bloom, while suggesting testable hypotheses for future field efforts.

Plain Language Summary Winds in the coastal Antarctic regions tend to create openings in the sea ice cover called “coastal polynyas.” Such polynyas are found in multiple locations around the Antarctic continent including in the Amundsen Sea. This particular embayment features the fastest-melting ice shelves of the continent, but it is also distinguished by a large production of algae during the austral summer season. Recent studies have reported a statistical link between these two features but the mechanisms involved are not well understood. We use advanced computer simulations to gain insight into these mechanisms and use measurements collected in the Amundsen Sea to evaluate how realistic the simulations are. The results emphasize the two roles of the coastal circulation: it provides necessary micronutrient (iron) to the algae and it also transports the algae away from where it grows during the summer. The computer simulations improve our understanding of why the Amundsen Sea Polynya is so productive, and they suggest new hypotheses that can be tested in future field efforts.

1. Introduction

Seaward directed katabatic winds in the coastal Antarctic regions tend to create openings in the sea ice cover called “coastal polynyas” (e.g., Morales Maqueda et al., 2004). Such polynyas are found in multiple locations around the Antarctic continent (Arrigo et al., 2015; Nihashi & Ohshima, 2015) including in the Amundsen Sea (Stammerjohn et al., 2015). This particular embayment features the fastest-melting ice shelves of the continent (Gardner et al., 2018; Rignot et al., 2013) as well as the most productive polynya per unit area (the Amundsen Sea Polynya, ASP). Based on remote sensing data for 1998–2014, Arrigo et al. (2015) estimate the net primary productivity of the ASP to be 105 g C·m⁻²·year⁻¹ and 0.8 g C·m⁻²·day⁻¹ on average over the...
open water period. Satellite data suggest that the production is concentrated in December–February with a peak in January (Arrigo et al., 2015, their Figure 5) even though the polynya does not close until March (Stammerjohn et al., 2015).

A number of oceanographic expeditions have sampled the ASP during the austral summer period when the sea ice cover is minimal. A comprehensive biogeochemical data set was collected between 13 December 2010 and 8 January 2011 during the Amundsen Sea Polynya International Research Expedition (ASPIRE; Yager et al., 2012, 2016). Polynya-wide measurements show a large sink of atmospheric CO₂ (∆−0.43 ± 0.10 g C·m⁻²·day⁻¹ in the central polynya, ∆−0.22 ± 0.17 g C·m⁻²·day⁻¹ on average) driven by biological activity (Mu et al., 2014). The bloom is dominated by one phytoplankton species (Phaeocystis antarctica) with surface particulate organic carbon (POC) reaching > 0.8 g/m³ at multiple stations (0.57 ± 0.25 g/m³ on average; Yager et al., 2016). The net primary productivity measured shipboard ranges from 1 to 4 g C·m⁻²·day⁻¹ among stations, with an average of 2.7 ± 0.85 g C·m⁻²·day⁻¹. Another cruise conducted slightly later during the same months (21 December to 23 January; Lee et al., 2012) estimated the average net carbon uptake by phytoplankton at 2.2 ± 1.4 g C·m⁻²·day⁻¹.

Observations collected later the following year indicate a rapid weakening of the bloom after January. Data from February 2012 show surface chlorophyll a (Chl a) concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 6 mg Chl a/m³ among stations with an average of 3.1 ± 1.7 mg Chl a/m³ (i.e., 0.15 ± 0.09 g C/m³ assuming a mass ratio C:Chl = 50; Park et al., 2017). The average carbon uptake by phytoplankton in February/March 2012 is estimated at 0.2 ± 0.1 g C·m⁻²·day⁻¹ (B. K. Kim et al., 2015), significantly lower than observed earlier in the season during the previous year. Compared to December/January, these values represent a fourfold decrease in surface POC and a ninefold decrease in biological uptake. Hahm et al. (2014) proposed that decreased solar radiation and decreased iron availability are the likely causes of this rapid decline of the bloom. Indeed, incubation experiments by Alderkamp et al. (2015) show that the primary production in the ASP is stressed by limited iron availability while macronutrients are generally abundant. However, the few cruises conducted in this region and the scarce iron data provide only a fragmentary picture of the seasonal cycle of iron supply/demand.

This supply of iron to the ASP was examined by St-Laurent et al. (2017) in an idealized model setting. Following the observations of Sherrell et al. (2015), the iron sources included the following: (1) intrusions of offshelf water onto the continental shelf (primarily, modified Circumpolar Deep Water, mCDW), (2) sediments (e.g., Sherrell et al., 2018; Wadley et al., 2014), (3) ice shelves (Alderkamp et al., 2012; Gerringa et al., 2012), and (4) sea ice (Lannuzel et al., 2016). The study of St-Laurent et al. (2017) highlighted the important role of ice shelf melt-driven circulations (the "meltwater pump") in transporting sediment-derived dissolved iron (dFe) to the upper 300 m of the water column. However, removal processes (e.g., scavenging and phytoplankton uptake) that often play a critical role in shaping iron distributions (e.g., Bruland et al., 2014) were not included in that study. For example, the seasonal bloom of the polynya provides a large inventory of sinking biogenic particles that would favor iron removal throughout the water column.

In addition to their role as adsorptive scavenging phases, particles in the water column can also act as a source of dFe through remineralization of organic particles or the dissolution/solubilization of surface bound labile particulate iron (pFe). This dual role played by particles may have a large influence on iron distributions and can modulate the seasonal inventories in systems such as the ASP. For all these reasons, the inclusion of both dissolved and particulate forms of iron in numerical models is desirable.

Prior to this study, we simulated the bloom observed during ASPIRE (summer of 2010–2011) by modeling each station in a 1-D configuration. These modeling experiments combine realistic light, winds, and stratification with prescribed initial conditions (i.e., a finite inventory of dFe and dissolved inorganic nitrogen [DIN]) to examine the controls on primary production from October to March. The least constrained parameters of the biogeochemical model are optimized using the large data set of ASPIRE. The experiments highlight the importance of both light and iron limitation in determining the magnitude of the bloom. Light limitation grows with the bloom as a result of phytoplankton self-shading and continues over subsequent months as solar radiation declines (e.g., Park et al., 2017). dFe becomes increasingly limiting as the mixed layer inventory is consumed, contributing to the decreasing primary production. Finally, the simulations suggest that grazing pressure increases in March and accelerates the bloom decline.
In this study, we complement the observational studies and the 1-D modeling work by implementing a high-resolution 3-D model of the seasonal cycle in the ASP. The model includes advective processes and provides a quantitative representation of the annual nitrogen (N) and iron (Fe) cycles over multiple years (2006–2013). The study has two main objectives: (1) to describe the key processes that lead to seasonal supply and removal of iron in the ASP and (2) to provide insight on the fate of the POC produced by the bloom. The latter question is spatially and temporally complex (Lee et al., 2017; Mu et al., 2014; Yager et al., 2016), but these high-resolution model results may provide better estimates for the overall magnitude of the biological pump as contributed by Antarctic polynyas.

The study is structured as follows. In section 2 our modeling approach is described, including extensive model-data comparisons to highlight model strengths as well as weaknesses and purposeful omissions. The section 3.1 illustrates the seasonal cycle of iron within the polynya. The distributions are complemented by an iron budget (sections 3.2 and 3.3) clarifying the seasonality and magnitude of the processes affecting dissolved and pFe distributions. The section 3.4 examines the fate of POC during the simulated bloom.

2. Methods

Here we provide a description of the numerical model used in the study, an explication of the reservoirs and parameterizations used in the biogeochemical module that was developed specifically for the Amundsen Sea, and comprehensive comparisons between the model results and the observations collected during ASPIRE (Yager et al., 2012, 2016).

2.1. Physical Model

The study builds on an existing implementation (St-Laurent et al., 2017) of the Regional Ocean Modelling System (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005) for the Amundsen Sea. It includes dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice (Budgell, 2005; Mellor & Kantha, 1989) and static ice shelves thermodynamically coupled to the ocean with transfer coefficients that are a function of the friction velocity (Dinniman et al., 2011; Holland & Jenkins, 1999). The model domain (see Figure 1) covers the entire Amundsen Sea continental shelf with a uniform horizontal mesh size of 1.5 km. The vertical dimension is discretized with 20 topography-following vertical levels (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005).

The model topography and its atmospheric/oceanic boundary conditions are described in St-Laurent et al. (2017). The model simulations cover the period 1 January 2006 to 31 December 2013. The physical fields (currents, vertical mixing, salinity, temperature, sea ice, and ice shelf melt) are identical to those of the previous study (see St-Laurent et al., 2017, for various comparisons with observations). The present study differs by the inclusion of a biogeochemical module (described below) that is forced by the physical fields.
at every baroclinic time step (90 s). All model fields are averaged in time and saved at daily resolution. No tidal forcing is applied to avoid aliasing by the daily outputs.

2.2. Biogeochemical Module

The biogeochemical module used in this study is based on the iron, nitrate, plankton, zooplankton, and detritus model of Fiechter et al. (2009) that is available in Regional Ocean Modelling System. However, a number of modifications are made to this model in order to address our particular research questions for the Amundsen Sea. This section provides a description and justification of the changes made, while the model equations are listed in the supporting information.

2.2.1. State Variables

The model represents the nitrogen and iron cycles with both cycles being largely symmetrical in regard to their state variables: DIN and dFe, phytoplankton nitrogen (Np), small detrital nitrogen (NSD), and small detrital iron (FeSD), and large detrital nitrogen (NLd) and large detrital iron (FeLD). The key differences between the nitrogen and iron cycles relate to grazing and to iron scavenging (section 2.2.4). The nitrogen cycle represents zooplankton explicitly as a variable (Nz; as in the original model of Fiechter et al., 2009), while the iron cycle simply transfers the grazed phytoplankton-iron to the large detrital iron. This simplification avoids the need to track the iron fluxes associated with zooplankton.

The single phytoplankton variable represents *Phaeocystis antarctica* that dominated the bloom during ASPIRE (Yager et al., 2016). The model includes only one type of DIN that is equivalent to nitrate (nitrate generally dominates the DIN pool in the Amundsen Sea; see Yager et al., 2016). We did not attempt to parameterize dFe ligands, and colloidal iron is assumed to be a component of dFe (since no observations from the ASP were available to constrain these aspects). Nonbiogenic particles are not represented in the model. Biogenic pFe (bpFe) is defined as the sum of living phytoplankton-iron and small + large detrital iron. Particulate organic nitrogen (PON) is defined as the sum of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and small + large detrital nitrogen.

2.2.2. Phytoplankton Growth

The model represents phytoplankton growth as the product of a maximum growth rate (Pmax, in day⁻¹, described below), a nutrient availability, and a light availability:

\[
P_{\text{max}} \times \min \left( \frac{d\text{Fe}}{k_F + d\text{Fe}} \frac{\text{DIN}}{k_N + \text{DIN}} \right) \times \frac{\alpha I}{\sqrt{\alpha^2 I^2 + P_{\text{max}}^2}},
\]

where \(I\) is the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR; see section 2.3) and \(\alpha\) is described below. The overall nutrient availability is determined by the scarcer of DIN and dFe (Liebig's law of the minimum). Both DIN and dFe availability are parameterized using Michaelis-Menten kinetics and half-saturation constants specific to *Phaeocystis antarctica*: \(k_N = 2.5 \text{ mmol N/m}^3\) (Wang & Moore, 2011) and \(k_F = 0.26 \text{ nM}\) (for colonial *Phaeocystis antarctica*; Garcia et al., 2009), respectively. The nutrient and light availability in equation (1) are dimensionless functions varying between 0 (absence of nutrients/light) and 1 (abundance of nutrients/light). Note that the model of Fiechter et al. (2009) focused on diatoms and included a process of “luxury uptake.” We do not include this process because of our focus on *Phaeocystis antarctica* and the limited observations available from the ASP or other systems to constrain parameterization of this species.

The ratio of dFe and DIN uptake is assumed constant at a value (Fe:N = 0.013 \(\mu\text{mol Fe/(mmol N)}\), equivalent to Fe:C = 2 \(\mu\text{mol Fe/(mol C)}\), assuming Redfield) representative of *Phaeocystis antarctica* under iron-stressed/iron-limited conditions (Strzepek et al., 2011). The use of a constant ratio simplifies considerably the model and facilitates the interpretation of its results. The assumption of iron-stressed/iron-limited conditions is also consistent with the in situ experiments of Alderkamp et al. (2015) conducted during the rise in bloom biomass. However, we acknowledge that assuming a constant relatively low ratio may underestimate the rate of iron drawdown to limiting levels in the early part of the bloom (when dFe is relatively abundant).

The maximum growth rate \((P_{\text{max}} = 1.6 \text{ day}^{-1})\) and the initial slope of the photosynthesis-irradiance curve \((\alpha = 0.06 \text{ m}^2 \text{ W}^{-1} \text{ day}^{-1})\) are assumed to be constant in space/time (as in Fiechter et al., 2009), and their value is chosen to be representative of the central ASP (Figures 4c and 4d of Alderkamp et al., 2015). Note...
that the constant $P_{\text{max}}$ and $a$ imply that the model does not allow for interactions between light and iron requirements (see Alderkamp et al., 2015 on this topic). While we recognize the importance of these interactions and their potential role in the ASP bloom, their inclusion is beyond the scope of this preliminary study and may be important to address in future studies.

2.2.3. Aggregation, Disaggregation, and Remineralization of Particles

We modify the model of Fiechter et al. (2009) by adding a second size class of particles (small and large) to both the nitrogen and iron cycles. The implementation follows Fennel et al. (2006) and includes the aggregation of slow-sinking small particles (living phytoplankton and small detritus) into faster-sinking large particles. Small detrital particles are formed through phytoplankton mortality, while large particles are formed through zooplankton mortality and small particle aggregation. Note that the model considers all large particles as “detritus” even when they are formed through aggregation of living phytoplankton.

Iron and nitrogen in both the small and large particles are remineralized at the same rate (which is constant in time and space for simplicity). One difference from Fennel et al. (2006) is that faster-sinking large particles slowly disaggregate back into small particles (e.g., Clegg et al., 1991) while they sink toward the seafloor. Without this process, the slow-sinking small particles tend to be remineralized in the upper water column and are unable to reach the deeper layers, leading to unrealistically low concentrations (≈0) below 300 m. The disaggregation occurs at a rate constant in time/space of $10^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ for simplicity (experiments with rates of $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$ showed no effects and unrealistically large effects, respectively).

2.2.4. Iron Scavenging

Iron scavenging corresponds to the adsorption of $\text{dFe}$ onto particles present in the water column, followed by the gravitational sinking of those particles. Following Aumont et al. (2015, their equation 50), this removal process (in $\mu$mol Fe·m$^{-3}$·day$^{-1}$) is parameterized as the product of the concentration of particles and the concentration of $\text{dFe}$:

\[
\text{scavenging}(x, y, z, t) = \text{constant} \times \text{particles}(x, y, z, t) \times \text{dFe}(x, y, z, t).
\] (2)

The dependence on particle concentration makes this a “second-order parameterization” in the classification of Tagliabue et al. (2016, their Table 1). For our implementation of this parameterization, small detritus concentrations ($N_{\text{SD}}$) are used as the “particle concentration” (a simplification based on the assumption that large particles contribute negligible surface area to any volume of seawater), while nonbiogenic particles are not represented in the model and thus do not contribute to iron scavenging. Aumont et al. (2015) propose constant $= 0.005$ (mmol C·m$^{-3}$·day$^{-1}$) or, assuming Redfield, $0.033$ (mmol N·m$^{-3}$·y$^{-1}$·day$^{-1}$). For the purpose of this study we round this value to 0.05 (mmol N·m$^{-3}$·y$^{-1}$·day$^{-1}$). Desorption of iron is not modeled (again because of lack of data), but iron is returned to the dissolved state from both small and large detritus during the process of remineralization.

2.2.5. Other Parameters of the Biogeochemical Module

Other parameters in the original model of Fiechter et al. (2009) were modified to reflect conditions in the ASP. The maximum grazing rate is set at 0.3 day$^{-1}$ according to Yang et al. (2016). The sinking rate of living phytoplankton (0.05 m/day) is specific to *Phaeocystis antarctica*, while the sinking rate of small detrital particles (0.7 m/day) is representative of POC in the surface layers of West Antarctica (see Table 1 of Becquevort et al., 2001). Regarding the sinking rate of large particles, Wadley et al. (2014) conducted sensitivity experiments in a comparable model setting and suggested a value of 3.3 m/day to achieve realistic dFe concentrations. For the purpose of this study we round this value to 5 m/day and will show in the following sections that this choice yields reasonable carbon fluxes. The remineralization rate of particles ($10^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$, constant in space/time) is not constrained by observations, but its magnitude is consistent with other modeling studies that use rates constant in space/time (e.g., Fennel et al., 2006) and with the particle mass budgets of Clegg et al. (1991).

The remaining parameters are poorly constrained and thus mostly follow earlier modeling studies. Phytoplankton and zooplankton mortality rates are set to 0.015 and 0.05 day$^{-1}$, respectively. For comparison, the corresponding rates of Aumont et al. (2015) are 0.01 and 0.03 day$^{-1}$ (i.e., fairly close). The aggregation rate is 0.0025 (mmol N·m$^{-3}$·y$^{-1}$·day$^{-1}$) and within a factor of 2 of the value of Fennel et al. (2006). Finally, the grazing half-saturation constant and the zooplankton excretion constant are the same as in Fennel et al. (2006) and Fiechter et al. (2009), respectively.
2.3. Boundary Conditions for Nutrients, Biological Fields, and Light

DIN concentrations at the model open boundaries (see Figure 1 for their position) are set to 31 mmol N/m³ throughout the water column and at all times. This value is representative of DIN concentrations prior to the development of the bloom (i.e., “Winter Water,” see Table 2 of Yager et al., 2016). dFe concentrations at the model open boundaries are set to 0.37 nM if the water properties match those of mCDW (e.g., station 4 of Sherrell et al., 2015) and otherwise are set to 0. As in St-Laurent et al. (2017), mCDW is defined by a minimum depth of 250 m and a minimum temperature of 0.7 °C (a definition satisfied by all the layers positioned below the thermocline). The assumption of zero dFe above the mCDW layer frees us from prescribing a priori an unknown profile of dFe at the open boundaries. However, we note that this simplification may cause the model to underestimate dFe inputs since advection of mCDW is then the only way for dFe to enter the model domain at its lateral boundaries.

dFe concentrations next to the sea floor are relaxed toward a prescribed concentration to represent inputs from sediments. This concentration increases linearly with seafloor depth at depths greater than 300 m (see St-Laurent et al., 2017, for the justification). This sediment input is only prescribed on the continental shelf and outside of ice shelf cavities. The relaxation timescale is 30 days and is only active when the model concentration falls below the prescribed concentration (i.e., it only acts as a source of dFe).

Glacial melt contributes to dFe concentrations as in St-Laurent et al. (2017). This input is parameterized as a flux that varies in space/time and is proportional to ice shelf basal melt rates. The flux of dFe assumes a constant and uniform endmember of 20 nM for pure glacial meltwater (St-Laurent et al., 2017). We neglect the subglacial meltwater produced underneath the ice sheet as part of the subglacial hydrologic system (De’Ath et al., 2014) because of the large uncertainties surrounding the magnitude of this source (Hawkins et al., 2014), but we acknowledge that it may be an important component of the iron supply. Other sources of dFe such as atmospheric deposition, hydrothermal vents, and sea ice drainage/melt (Lannuzel et al., 2016) are neglected in this study. The neglect of dFe inputs from sea ice is suggested by observations (Sherrell et al., 2015) and earlier model results (St-Laurent et al., 2017). Overall, these choices represent conservative estimates for the supply of iron to the ASP.

All other biogeochemical inventories are set to very low values at the model open boundaries (e.g., Fennel et al., 2006): 10⁻³ mmol N/m³ for phytoplankton, 10⁻¹ mmol N/m³ for zooplankton, 0 for detrital nitrogen, and 10⁻³ nM for detrital iron (i.e., the nonliving bpFe). The small imposed values at the open boundaries ensure that the simulated biomass is of ‘local’ origin (inside the Amundsen Sea embayment).

The PAR immediately above the sea surface (denoted as 0⁺) is assumed to be proportional to the 3-hourly surface downwelling shortwave radiation of ERA-Interim (SW, Dee et al., 2011). Ship observations collected during ASPIRE suggest the relation PAR(0⁺) ≈ 0.64 SW. Vertical PAR profiles (84 total) collected during the same cruise suggest that the PAR immediately below the surface (0−) can be approximated as PAR(0−)/PAR(0⁺) ≈ 0.84 − 0.0071 zeni, where zeni is the Sun zenith angle. The same PAR profiles were combined with observed profiles of chlorophyll (converted to nitrogen assuming a mass ratio C:Chl=50 and Redfield C:N) to derive a parameterization of the light attenuation ("self-shading"): k₅ ≈ 0.04 + 0.04 Nₚ, where the first term is the absorption due to “pure seawater” (e.g., Fennel et al., 2006) and Nₚ is the phytoplankton concentration in mmol N/m³.

2.4. Numerical Simulations Conducted

The biogeochemical model was initialized on 1 January 2006 with all state variables set to 0 except DIN (31 mmol N/m³ uniformly; see section 2.3). The model then underwent an 8-year-long spin-up (1 January 2006 to 31 December 2013) to allow dFe and other variables to build up and stabilize. The conditions on 31 December 2013 were then used as the initial condition for an additional 8-year period (1 January 2006 to 31 December 2013). All the results presented in this study are for the second 8-year simulation. Note that this spin-up procedure only applies to the biogeochemical variables (not the physical fields). The physical fields used in the two 8-year simulations are the same as in St-Laurent et al. (2017; see this reference for more information and for comparisons with physical observations).

2.5. Calculation of Vertical Carbon Fluxes

Vertical carbon fluxes are calculated as the product of PON concentrations and sinking velocities and assume C:N=106:16 (Redfield). The sinking velocity of large detritus is ~7 times that of small detritus (section 2.2), and thus, the former generally dominates the modeled flux. The modeled fluxes are compared against obser-
Figure 2. Horizontal distribution of dissolved iron (dFe). Observations from Amundsen Sea Polynya International Research Expedition are represented by colored circles; contoured values are modeled fields (averaged between 15 December 2010 and 15 January 2011) at depths of (a) 0, (b) 150, (c) 300, and (d) 500 m. Black contour lines represent the grounding line and the 500- and 1,000-m isobaths. The gray contour line is the climatological extent of the polynya in January.

vations (section 2.6) from two short-term (2–3 days) drifting traps released during ASPIRE at depths of 60, 150, and 300 m (Yager et al., 2016) and from a long-term moored trap at 350 m at Station 57 (Ducklow et al., 2015).

2.6. Evaluation of the Model Results Against Observations
The simulated dFe inventory is compared to the ASPIRE data set in Figure 2. The figure represents an average of model output over the cruise period and shows all the data collected for each depth horizon. The model captures the top-to-bottom variations as well as the enhanced concentrations at the ice shelf front (150- and 300-m depths). Notable biases include an underestimation near the Getz Ice Shelf at 150-m depth (Station 5; see Figure 1b for the location of the stations). The modeled distribution is also smoother than observations at 500 m (a consequence of the simple parameterization of sediment sources; see St-Laurent et al., 2017).

The dFe, bpFe, and PON concentrations are compared to the ASPIRE data set along a vertical section from the Dotson ice shelf front to the shelf break, following the Dotson Trough (Figure 3; see Figure 1 for the position of the transect). Again, the model captures the top-to-bottom variations of dFe as well as the higher concentrations at the ice shelf front. Biogenic pFe shows highest concentrations in the surface layers and a broader and weaker secondary maximum around 500 m (these vertical variations will be examined in more detail in the next section). Finally, modeled PON exhibits highest concentrations in the surface layers and a rapid decrease with depth. These variations are generally consistent with the data although the modeled fields are smoother than the observations.

The seasonal evolution of the bloom is compared to the ASPIRE data in Figures 4a–4c for a station representative of the center of the polynya (Station 29; see Figure 1b for the location of stations). The figure is limited to the upper 160 m to highlight the biological activity which appears to be captured reasonably well by the model. Accumulation of PON and nutrient drawdown begin shortly after the opening of the polynya (December) and continue until February/March. The DIN drawdown and PON are mainly concentrated in a shallow mixed layer (~15 m). Scavenging, driven by the production of biogenic particles (equation (2)),
Figure 3. Vertical distributions from the Dotson Ice Shelf to the shelf break (see Figure 1 for the location of the section, green). (a) Dissolved iron (dFe), (b) biogenic particulate iron (bpFe), and (c) particulate organic nitrogen (PON). Observations from Amundsen Sea Polynya International Research Expedition are represented by colored circles; contoured values are modeled fields averaged between 15 December 2010 and 15 January 2011. Note the log scale in (b) and (c).

effectively removes dFe down to 160 m. All three fields show high-frequency variations (timescales of a few days) associated with mesoscale activity and wind events. The model biases include an underestimation of the mixed layer depth (≥20 m in the data) and an overestimation of dFe in the upper 20 m (0.15–0.3 nM in the data, 0.35 nM in the model).

The seasonal evolution of the simulated bloom is qualitatively similar at the other stations (see supporting information) with the southern stations being the most affected by the surface overestimation of dFe. For example, Station 48 exhibits inputs of dFe in the upper 60 m in August–November (Figures 4d–4f), which are associated with the buoyant outflow from the ice shelves. As mentioned in St-Laurent et al. (2017), the model most likely overestimates the buoyancy of this outflow because of the lack of tidal mixing within the cavities (e.g., Jourdain et al., 2019), which would contribute to the surface overestimation of dFe. Additional iron data covering multiple seasons would be necessary to test hypothetical mechanisms for these model-data discrepancies.

The simulated vertical carbon flux is compared against observations (described in section 2.5) in Figure 5. The simulated vertical flux increases rapidly in early December and decreases gradually over the following months. The maximum flux is concentrated between mid-December and late January at a depth of 60 m and tends to occur later with increasing depth. Between April and September the simulated fluxes are comparable in magnitude throughout the upper 300 m as wintertime mixing homogenizes PON concentrations over this depth interval. The model generally reproduces the order of magnitude of the flux at the depths sampled. However, the flux at 300 and 350 m appears delayed compared to the trap data. The 350-m trap shows values ~1 mmol C·m⁻²·day⁻¹ in late December, while the modeled flux at the same depth reaches compara-
Figure 4. Seasonality of nutrients (dissolved inorganic nitrogen [DIN] and dissolved iron [dFe]) and particulate organic nitrogen (PON, October 2010 to September 2011) at two representative individual stations of the polynya occupied during the ASPIRE cruise. (a–c) Station 29 (center of the polynya; see Figure 1b for locations). (d–f) Station 48. Observations from ASPIRE are represented by colored circles; contoured values are modeled fields. Note the log scale used for PON. Additional stations can be seen in the supporting information.

Figure 5. Vertical carbon flux at Stations 35 and 57 during the Amundsen Sea Polynya International Research Expedition period (austral summer 2010–2011). The modeled flux is smoothed (cutoff frequency of 1/15 days) and shown at four depth horizons. Blue, green, and red crosses are from drifting sediment traps released at the two stations (see Yager et al., 2016), while the cyan crosses are from a moored trap at Station 57 (Ducklow et al., 2015).
Figure 6. Simulated sea ice concentration, surface nutrients (dissolved inorganic nitrogen [DIN] and dissolved iron [dFe]) and surface particulate organic nitrogen (PON) during the summer 2010–2011. The figure illustrates the typical evolution of the simulated summer bloom. A video showing the same fields at daily interval can be downloaded from the supporting information (Movie S1).

3. Results

3.1. Spatial and Temporal Distributions of Key Biogeochemical Fields

The biogeochemical fields exhibit considerable horizontal variability during the simulated summer bloom (Figure 6; see also Movie S1 in the supporting information). Prebloom conditions (1 November) feature a large onshore dFe gradient due to the meltwater pump (see St-Laurent et al., 2017) with surface concentrations ≤0.1 nM beyond the shelf break. This meltwater-driven dFe input extends farther offshore over the Dotson Trough as expected from its recirculating clockwise gyre (St-Laurent et al., 2017, their Figure 8). Surface concentrations are comparatively low in the Eastern Trough (≤0.1 nM) given the westward current near the coast (carrying dFe away) and the assumption of zero surface dFe coming from the model’s open boundaries (in this case from the Bellingshausen Sea; see section 2.3).

The opening of the ASP is followed rapidly by accumulation of PON and nutrient drawdown (early December, Figure 6). The bloom generally expands from east to west in reaction to the retreating sea ice cover...
Figure 7. Seasonality of modeled distributions at the center of the polynya (Station 29; see Figure 1b for the location of the stations). (a) Dissolved iron (dFe), (b) biogenic particulate iron (bpFe), and (c) particulate organic nitrogen (PON). The second and third rows decompose bpFe and PON into their respective individual components (see section 2). The profiles are averaged over 2006–2013. Note the linear scale in (a) and the log scale in the other figures.

and increased light availability. The higher sea ice concentrations over the eastern trough and the rest of the domain leads to comparatively low PON concentrations (except in the immediate vicinity of Pine Island Glacier and Thwaites). PON concentrations reach their seasonal maximum in January but continue to expand laterally over the following months due to advection by the oceanic circulation. Both PON and nutrient fields exhibit small-scale spatial variability associated with mesoscale eddies (length scales of 5–30 km), causing small-scale variations in surface DIN of ±10 mmol N/m³ or greater.
Surface nutrient concentrations in February reach < 5 mmol N/m³ for DIN and < 0.1 nM for dFe (Figure 6). The nutrient depletion is largest at the surface under the simultaneous action of biological uptake and scavenging (in the case of iron). The meltwater pump continues to supply dFe throughout February and the maximum PON concentrations during this period are found near the ice shelf front (Figure 6).

Substantial variations are apparent in the vertical profiles of the biogeochemical fields over the course of the year (Figure 7). Profiles of dFe are dominated by high concentrations in the lower half of the water column (the contribution from sediments) and by iron removal from the surface down to 300-m depth. The lowest dFe concentrations are found near the surface around March and the surface concentrations subsequently increase as the water column becomes increasingly mixed (wintertime mixing). The profiles of bpFe and PON share multiple features including highest surface concentrations in January (summer bloom) and lowest surface concentrations in October–November (onset of the bloom). Both fields exhibit a “slanted” structure associated with the slow sinking of organic material produced during the summer bloom. This sinking is apparent over a period of 6 months so that the seasonal cycle of surface and bottom PON concentrations are approximately out of phase by ~180°.

Despite their similarities, the profiles of bpFe and PON exhibit important differences over the seasons (Figures 7b and 7c). First, iron scavenging implies that bpFe gradually accumulates iron as it sinks into the iron-rich bottom layers. This is particularly apparent in the winter period when bpFe concentrations actually increase with depth (a feature virtually absent in PON profiles). The same feature appears as a deep secondary maximum in Figure 3b (see section 2.6). More generally, iron scavenging causes FeSD to overshadow FeLD and FeP (Figures 7d–7f). This is in contrast to the components of PON whose concentration are roughly comparable in the upper 200 m (Figures 7g–7i). Interestingly, the model suggests that surface concentrations of FeSD reach a minimum in February–March (Figure 7d). This particular period is characterized by very low surface dFe concentrations that limit scavenging in this part of the water column at this time of the year (equation (2)). Below the surface mixed layer, dFe concentrations are sufficiently high for scavenging to persist and for FeSD to increase between January and March. The surface minimum lasts until winter mixing resupplies the surface layers with small detrital particles (April–June). These seasonal variations and the processes responsible for them are examined in further detail in the next section.

3.2. Iron Cycling Within the Polynya

We use an iron budget to quantify the processes driving the seasonal cycle of iron within the polynya. To facilitate the interpretation of the budget, we represent the polynya as a control volume (Figure 1) whose shape is fixed in time. Its horizontal extent is calculated with a maximum 15% sea ice concentration threshold (using the data of Cavalieri et al., 2014) and represents a climatological average (years 2006–2011) for the month of January (i.e., the month when the production is maximal according to Arrigo et al., 2015). The area of the control volume is $25.3 \times 10^9$ m², and the mean bottom depth inside this area is 598 m. The control volume here includes the whole water column (surface to bottom) to provide a complete picture of iron cycling within the polynya. Oceanic advection is represented in the budget as a horizontal flux that enters/leaves the control volume at each point of its perimeter. The net flux obtained by integration around the perimeter is referred to as the “lateral flux.” Finally, the iron budget discriminates between dFe and bpFe (small and large bpFe combined).

The seasonal budget of dFe is dominated by iron scavenging and by remineralization (Figure 8a). Both processes occur throughout the water column and are strongly modulated by the biological production. Scavenging increases rapidly in December and January in response to the newly available biogenic particles. Over the rest of the year, scavenging decreases gradually as biogenic particles are remineralized and eventually the two processes balance each other (August–November, Figure 8a). Positive lateral fluxes occur over most of the year and supply dFe to the control volume (note that this topic is examined in more detail in section 3.3). Biological uptake is the smallest term of the budget as expected from a process that is limited to the shallow mixed layer (the other processes occur throughout the water column). The net change from all these processes is a decrease during the production period and a gradual recovery from January–June (from remineralization and positive lateral fluxes).

The budget of bpFe (Figure 8b) is, to a large extent, a mirror image of dFe since the sinks become sources (and vice versa). Notable features include a negative lateral flux of bpFe following the summer bloom. This negative flux represents a horizontal transport of biogenic material out of the control volume (as expected if an area has higher production than its surroundings). The budget of bpFe also includes an extra term...
Figure 8. Seasonal iron budget for the control volume. The volume corresponds to the red contour line in Figure 1. (a) Budget of dissolved iron (dFe) for the entire water column. “Net change” is the temporal derivative of dFe inventory. “Residual” represents the budget closure. (b) Budget of biogenic particulate iron (bpFe) for the entire water column. (c) Inventory of dFe, bpFe, and dFe + bpFe in the water column. (d) Same as (c) but in the upper 100 m. The terms are averaged over 2006–2013.

Water column inventories of dFe and bpFe also exhibit mirror image behavior (Figure 8c). The dFe inventory decreases rapidly after December and then recovers from May to November (the opposite for bpFe). At first view, the control volume thus resembles an isolated system with only internal exchanges between its dFe and bpFe pools (and no change in dFe + bpFe). However, the time series of dFe + bpFe indicates that this relation between dFe and bpFe is only approximate (Figure 8c). The lateral export of bpFe causes a decrease in dFe + bpFe from January to March, and the lateral import of dFe drives the recovery of dFe + bpFe from June to September. Overall, the seasonal change in dFe+bpFe is approximately one third of that of dFe or bpFe.

The results discussed above are for the water column as a whole. Additional information can be gained by examining the inventories just in the upper 100 m of the control volume (Figure 8d). In this case, the inventory of dFe + bpFe tends to follow the dFe inventory. Both exhibit a large decrease during the production period and a gradual recovery from May to September. The summer increase in the bpFe inventory is approximately half the magnitude (total moles) of the decrease in dFe inventory. Moreover, a temporal asymmetry is apparent between the dFe and bpFe pools, with bpFe reaching its maximum two months before dFe attains its minimum (January and March, respectively). This disconnect between dFe and bpFe inventories is caused, presumably, by vertical sinking that removes bpFe from the upper 100 m before it can be remineralized, but with long enough residence of Fe\textsubscript{SP} in the upper 100 m to effect continued scavenging of dFe. Differences in the lateral flux of dFe and bpFe may also contribute to the disparity.

Further insight into the seasonal bloom is gained by focusing on the factors affecting living phytoplankton-iron (light and nutrient availability; Figure 9). For this analysis, the light/nutrient terms (see section 2.2.2) are spatially averaged over the phytoplankton biomass of the control volume. Such a
Figure 9. Light and iron availability and sources/losses of living phytoplankton-iron ($Fe_P$) inside the control volume. The volume corresponds to the red contour line in Figure 1. (a) Availability of light and iron to phytoplankton in the surface mixed layer (equation (1)). The blue shading is the 10th/90th percentile representing the daily variation around the mean. (b) Source and loss terms of $Fe_P$ integrated from the surface to the bottom. Biological uptake (blue curve) is a source while the other four terms represent losses. “Sedimentation” is the flux of $Fe_P$ at the water-sediment interface and is generally zero. The terms are averaged over 2006–2013.

spatial averaging is equivalent to an average over the surface mixed layer (where living phytoplankton reside). Note also that despite its low concentrations at the surface during the bloom (Figure 6), DIN is generally more available than dFe and thus the figures focus on the latter. Overall, the seasonal bloom exhibits the same qualitative features as in our earlier 1-D simulations. From October to December, dFe is relatively abundant while light availability increases in response to sea ice retreat. After December, phytoplankton self-shading and decreasing solar radiation reverse this trend and force a gradual decline in light availability. Light and iron availability are both $\sim 0.3$ in January (equivalent to a mixed-layer dFe concentration of 0.13 nM). Iron is more limiting than light at local noon (the daily light cycle is represented by a shading in Figure 9a) in December–January but light becomes far more limiting in February and later months. The combined light/iron availability suggests a peak phytoplankton growth in December. Notable differences from the 1-D simulations include a slower decrease in dFe availability during the production period (December–February), and a higher minimum availability, suggestive of an advective input of dFe (see section 3.3).

The losses of living phytoplankton and their associated iron are integrated from the surface to the bottom and shown in Figure 9b. The sum of all the loss terms is comparable in magnitude to biological iron uptake in the month of January, and it becomes greater than the biological iron uptake in the following months. Aggregation and mortality are comparable in magnitude during December–January and nearly account for all the losses during this period. Note that the aggregation of living phytoplankton into larger particles is considered an immediate loss since the model assumes all large particles to be detritus (see section 2). In the subsequent months, the losses are primarily due to mortality, grazing and, to a lesser extent, aggregation. The smallest term, sedimentation, represents the vertical flux of living phytoplankton at the water-sediment interface and is negligible throughout the year. These features are, overall, similar to the seasonal bloom described in of the 1-D simulations except for the grazing loss. This term plays a key role in terminating the bloom of the 1-D model while the 3-D model suggests a smaller role distributed over the summer period.

3.3. Iron Supply in Presence of Iron Removal Processes

The results from the previous sections suggest that dFe is being supplied to the polynya during the summer bloom (Figure 6) and after the bloom (Figure 8a). These transport pathways were examined in St-Laurent et al. (2017), but iron removal processes were not included in that source-tracing study (dFe was treated unrealistically as a conservative property). We revisit this issue here and consider the fluxes of dFe to a control volume (Figure 1) that includes the entire water column (surface to bottom; Figure 10a). Since we consider the entire water column, dFe is supplied by horizontal advection at the edge of the polynya (primarily the westward coastal current; see Figure 10b) and supplied by the meltwater pump at the ice shelf fronts.
Figure 10. Fluxes of dissolved iron (dFe) across the control volume (illustrated in panel b and including the surface to the bottom). (a) Sketch illustrating the different fluxes across the faces of the volume. (b) Dissolved iron concentrations averaged over the upper 300 m (shading) and barotropic circulation on the shelf (streamlines; contour interval 0.2 Sv). Both are annual averages over 2006–2013. The coastal current is highlighted with blue arrows. (c) Net flux across the edge of the polynya (i.e., “coastal current,” blue) or across the ice shelf front (“meltwater pump,” red). Positive values indicate a net gain. (d) Contributions from lateral gradients (dFe_in − dFe_out) and volume transport (Q_in) to the variability of the coastal current’s dFe flux. All values are averaged over 2006–2013. ASP = Amundsen Sea Polynya.

The contribution of the meltwater pump (which itself has contributions from both the melting glacial ice itself and deep sediment-sourced dFe from outside the ice shelf cavities) is fairly uniform over the year and dominates the supply of the polynya (Figure 10c), especially during the period of most active bloom growth. In contrast, the contribution of the coastal current varies widely over seasons. It removes dFe from the control volume in September–December and supplies dFe to the volume in February–August. The supply from the coastal current in March–June is comparable to that of the meltwater pump (∼ 0.04 mol Fe/s; Figure 10c). Overall, the sum of these two inputs is comparable to the biological iron uptake during December–January but substantially smaller than the loss/gain associated with scavenging and remineralization (Figure 8a). Note that this “remineralization process” is how the model returns pFe to the dissolved state and iron desorption is not modeled explicitly (see section 2.2.4).

The complex seasonality of the coastal current is further examined by decomposing its flux of dFe (mol Fe/s) into two terms (equation (3)):

\[
\text{Flux}_{\text{coastal current}}(t) = d\text{Fe}_{\text{in}}(t)Q_{\text{in}}(t) - d\text{Fe}_{\text{out}}(t)Q_{\text{out}}(t),
\]

\[
\approx Q_{\text{in}}(t)\left[d\text{Fe}_{\text{in}}(t) - d\text{Fe}_{\text{out}}(t)\right],
\]

where \(\text{Flux}_{\text{coastal current}}\) represents the blue curve of Figure 10c and \(Q_{\text{in}}\) (\(Q_{\text{out}}\)) is the volume of water entering (exiting) the edge of the control volume at time \(t\). The terms \(d\text{Fe}_{\text{in}}, d\text{Fe}_{\text{out}}\) are the flux-weighted average dFe concentration associated with the inflow and outflow, respectively. The difference between these two dFe values represents the lateral gradient between the control volume and its surroundings. Since the shape of the control volume is constant except for negligible oscillations of the surface (i.e., \(Q_{\text{in}} \approx Q_{\text{out}}\)), we can
simplify equation (3) into a contribution (more precisely, a modulation) from volume transport ($Q_{in}$) and a contribution from the lateral gradient of dFe ($dFe_{in} - dFe_{out}$; see equation (4)).

During the months of October–December, the control volume is characterized by dFe concentrations that are higher than in the surrounding areas (in large part due to inputs from glaciers; e.g., Figure 6) leading to $dFe_{in} < dFe_{out}$ (Figure 10d). Then, as the summer bloom develops and removes dFe from the polynya, the lateral gradient reverses ($dFe_{in} > dFe_{out}$). From May to June, $dFe_{in}$ remains higher than $dFe_{out}$ before the sign of the gradient reverses again in September. This seasonality of the lateral gradient is responsible for the seasonality of the coastal current dFe flux (Figure 10c). The contribution of the volume flux ($Q_{in}$) is secondary as it does not affect the sign of the dFe flux. The circulation (Figure 10b) remains qualitatively similar over the seasons, and $Q_{in}$ appears to mostly follow the seasonal ice cover: $Q_{in}$ speeds up in December–March as the ocean becomes exposed to winds and slows down in March–June as the ice thickens.

3.4. Vertical Flux of Particulate Organic Matter

The budget of bpFe (see section 3.2) revealed a horizontal transport of biogenic iron material out of the polynya between January and June. We now examine this horizontal transport for the nitrogen component and investigate how horizontal advection affects the fate of the particulate organic matter produced during the bloom. The simulated concentrations of PON are converted to POC (assuming a Redfield ratio) and
Figure 12. Average vertical carbon flux at four depth horizons (100m, 300m, 500m and 700m; (a)-(d)). The fluxes are annually averaged over 2006–2013. Black contour lines represent the grounding line, ice shelf front, and 500- and 1,000-m isobaths. The gray contour line is the climatological extent of the polynya in January. Note the log scale used in the figure.

vertically integrated to produce monthly horizontal distributions (Figure 11). The POC concentrations increase rapidly in December with a horizontal distribution that reflects initially the surface biomass and the sea ice concentration (cf. Figure 11c with Figure 6). However, over the following months the biomass distribution becomes concentrated along the southern coast and extends itself westward beyond the area of open sea ice (Figure 11). This westward progression of the biomass reflects the westward coastal current that effectively “drains” the ASP (Figure 10b; Figure 8 of St-Laurent et al., 2017) by transporting surface and subsurface POC away from the polynya.

The vertically integrated POC concentrations outside of the coastal current are considerably more diffuse and decrease slowly after the summer bloom. This decrease occurs through remineralization (timescale of 3.3 months; see section 2) and also through sinking loss to the sediments. The latter process is examined for four depth horizons in Figure 12. The distributions of vertical flux are generally biased toward the west irrespective of the depth. This again reflects the westward coastal current and the westward expansion of the polynya during summer (e.g., Figure 5 of St-Laurent et al., 2017). Overall, the simulated vertical flux is maximum along the southern coast and west of the polynya. The flux decreases rapidly in magnitude with depth (because of remineralization) but remains substantial (~ 0.3 mmol C m⁻² d⁻¹) down to 700 m in the glacial troughs of the continental shelf (Figure 12d). As discussed in section 2.6, the bulk of the simulated vertical flux occurs in February–June and is dominated by the large size fraction of detritus and its higher sinking velocity.

The vertical flux of POC represents a small but nonnegligible fraction of the POC budget on the continental shelf (Figure 13). POC exhibits a strong seasonality with a rapid increase between November and January (due to biological production), a peak inventory in February, and a gradual decrease over the subsequent months. The primary cause of this decrease is remineralization within the water column, which accounts for the bulk of the changes in POC between March and October (Figure 13b). On an annual average, the ratio between the losses due to vertical flux at the water-sediment interface (“sedimentation”) and remineralization within the water column is ~0.17. The residual of the budget shows an additional loss between April and May (Figure 13b) that is unaccounted by remineralization or sedimentation. This additional loss
Figure 13. Seasonal budget for particulate organic carbon (POC) on the continental shelf of the model (see Figure 1 for its extent). (a) POC inventory integrated from the surface to the bottom and laterally averaged over the continental shelf. (b) Budget of POC for the same area. “Net change” is the temporal derivative of POC inventory. “Residual” is the change in POC that is not accounted by remineralization nor sedimentation. It includes primary production (mostly October to March) and the net lateral transport at the edges of the continental shelf. Values are averaged over 2006–2013.

represents a net lateral transport of POC out of the model’s continental shelf (i.e., at the western edge of the model domain [Figure 1] or at the shelf break). This loss is smaller than sedimentation and its magnitude decreases rapidly after April in accord with the POC inventory (Figure 13b).

4. Discussion and Future Work

This study represents a first attempt at modeling the seasonal fluxes of iron and carbon in the ASP within the context of a high-resolution physical model forced by realistic atmospheric conditions, and including ocean interactions with both sea ice and ice shelves. The model represents explicitly the physical and biogeochemical processes that link ice shelf melt, the summer phytoplankton bloom, and the vertical flux of organic carbon in the ASP.

It is informative to compare the results of this computationally intensive modeling study to the much faster 1-D approach that we used initially. While the 1-D model was able to simulate with good accuracy the vertical distribution of DIN at most of the stations occupied during the ASPIRE program, it was somewhat less successful simulating dFe distributions. One of several possible reasons for this was the assumption that the upper water column was uniform at the Winter Water dFe concentration of 0.3 nM, for all stations at the start of the growing season (1 October 2010). The 3-D model, in contrast, allows advection of dFe into the ASP from the westward flowing coastal current and from the inputs emanating from the cavities of the fringing ice shelves, driven by the meltwater pump. These inputs, combined with the eddy-dominated currents in the upper water column, lead to a spatially heterogeneous and generally higher dFe concentration (up to 0.8 nM in the southern ASP, Figure 6), providing higher initial dFe availability in the euphotic zone as the light increases early in the summer season. In addition, the coastal current and the meltwater pump continue to supply dFe to the upper water column over the course of the bloom development. The result of the higher initial dFe inventory and the continuous resupply of the meltwater pump is that dFe availability in the surface mixed layer of the control volume remains ≥0.3 (Figure 9a, equivalent to 0.13 nM) while the 1-D
Air-sea CO$_2$ fluxes measured during the summer bloom (Mu et al., 2014) support the view that the ASP, and thus potentially other Antarctic polynyas, contributes significantly to the biological pump in this part of the world ocean. This contribution would depend, ultimately, on how much of the photosynthetically produced POC is sequestered in the deep ocean or sediments. Based on in situ measurements and instrument moorings, Lee et al. (2017) proposed that most of the carbon produced by the ASP would be flushed offshore or converted into suspended/dissolved forms without being sequestered in sediments. The present simulations
suggest another possibility, namely, that the coastal circulation could decouple spatially the location of POC production from the location of its ultimate fate. Specifically, the westward coastal current transports the POC away from the highly productive central polynya, leading to relatively low carbon fluxes in the eastern ASP and larger carbon fluxes west of the ASP. More observations will be required to confirm this model prediction but it appears consistent with our knowledge of the coastal circulation (see the observations in Kim et al., 2016).

A final point is that the physical model may be hampered by the availability of geophysical data for the region. For example, serious discrepancies exist between the latest topographic data sets (Schaffer et al., 2016) and the multimbead data collected by icebreakers (see Kalén et al., 2016). This issue can profoundly affect the circulation and remains a major limitation for all ocean models of the Amundsen Sea.

5. Conclusions

The seasonal bloom of the ASP and its decline are controlled by the availability of both light and dFe in the model simulations. The seasonal budget of iron is dominated by exchanges between the dFe and bpFe pools driven largely by scavenging and remineralization; phytoplankton uptake has a smaller impact on the inventories of dissolved and pFe in the ASP as a whole. However, on annual timescales the ocean circulation contributes a substantial input of iron to the ASP. This lateral input of iron is mostly occurring at the ice shelf front and confirms the key role played by the buoyancy-driven circulation of melting ice shelf cavities (the meltwater pump). The simulations further suggest that the coastal circulation both provides iron derived from ice shelf cavities to the east and transports POC away from the productive central polynya, driving the highest vertical fluxes of POC to the western part of the ASP.
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